2002 ford f150 vacuum leak

A common trouble code with the Ford F is P This code number references a number that is
given to you when you plug your car into a OBDII scanner. It is also one of the most common. It
means that the motor is running with a rich condition. P is thrown when the oxygen sensors
detect that the air fuel mixture is too rich. Bank 1 refers to the rich condition being detected on
the side of the engine with cylinder 1. A rich condition indicates that the air fuel mixture has too
much fuel or not enough air. The P code on a Ford F will often be thrown if the fuel injection
system is not operating properly. Typically the code will be triggered by a rich condition in the
engine. For most people the first sign that anything is wrong at all is the service engine soon
light coming on. Good luck figuring out what is wrong with your F If there is anything that you
feel could improve the article, please feel free to comment or message. Thank you. F P Code
Defined P is thrown when the oxygen sensors detect that the air fuel mixture is too rich. Here
are the typical symptoms that something is wrong when you have code P Mileage- may or may
not suffer depending on how much the air fuel mixture has changed. Misfire â€” If the air fuel
mixture has gotten too far from factory specs, this can cause the F to misfire. Fouled Spark
Plugs â€” The spark plugs can foul if the engine runs very rich for a long enough period of time.
This youtube video is a great resource for diagnosing the P trouble code in your F Take a look
around and see if you can find the vacuum leak. Oxygen Sensor â€” The P codes is thrown
when the oxygen sensor s do not register the right amount of oxygen in the exhaust. When the
oxygen sensor is bad, it can cause a false reading and trigger the code. This will cause the F to
run rich. If it has gone bad, the air fuel mixture will be off and the P code will show. P and P both
indicate that there is a lean condition present in your Ford F By themselves, these are some of
the most common OBD2 codes. When they appear together, it indicates that the entire engine is
running lean. They are both thrown when the oxygen sensors detect that there is not enough
oxygen in the exhaust. The engine then makes adjustments to compensate and throws these
codes, which trigger the service engine soon light. When these codes both appear at the same
time, it is more often than not the intake manifold gasket that is the cause of the problem. It can
be other things as well, but the intake manifold gasket is a great place to start. For most people
the first sign that anything is wrong at all is the service engine soon light coming on. Vacuum
leaks particularly at the intake manifold and the MAF sensor are the most common culprits.
With most vehicles, the most common cause for the P or P code to show is a vacuum leak. Take
a look around and see if you can find the vacuum leak. If the engine is letting in unmetered air,
the intake manifold leaking is a very high likelihood. But, the leak can be anywhere. A good
scan tool can help you determine if there is a vacuum leak as well. Fuel trim at idle will be
greatly affected by a vacuum leak. But, as you rev the engine, the fuel trim should dip down to
around 0 give or take a few points. The mass air flow sensor calculates the volume of air
entering the engine. It will have a wiring harness plugged into it. The number one culprit when it
comes to the MAF sensor going bad is dirty air. This typically happens when the air filter has a
bad seal. Another way they can stop working properly is if they get dirty from fuel vapor. Either
way, the mover here is to clean it with a MAF sensor cleaner. The EGR system is designed to
recycle exhaust gasses for cleaner emissions. One bad fuel injector would cause one of those
codes to show up. If you have more than one cylinder related misfire codes such as PX, where X
is the misfiring cylinder then it may be possible that you have more than one bad injector. This
is common when the fuel pump is bad, or the fuel filter is clogged. The fuel pressure regulator
can also be the culprit. Do that before anything else. This guy really gets into the problem, and
can really help you find the cause of the code. Good luck figuring out what is causing the P and
P trouble codes with your Ford F If you feel like you could improve this article in any way,
please feel free to leave a comment below. Definition Both of these codes are generic, which
means they have the same meaning F or not. There are a few reasons that a vehicle will get a
lean condition. It could be getting too much air think vacuum leak, EGR problem, or mass
airflow sensor or it is not getting enough fuel bad injectors, weak fuel pump, dirty fuel filter, bad
fuel pressure regulator. Here are the typical symptoms that something is wrong when your F
has codes P and P Fuel Mileage- may or may not suffer depending on how much the air fuel
mixture has changed. Misfire â€” If the air fuel mixture has gotten too far from factory specs,
this can cause the vehicle to misfire or run rough. This will often be accompanied by P If you
have this code along with P and P, ignore the P The engine may sputter as well. Vacuum Leaks
With most vehicles, the most common cause for the P or P code to show is a vacuum leak.
Mass Air Flow Sensor The mass air flow sensor calculates the volume of air entering the engine.
Conclusion Good luck figuring out what is causing the P and P trouble codes with your Ford F
Log in or Sign up. Ford Raptor Forums. Help Support Ford Raptor Forum by donating:. May 25,
at AM 1. I have had several problems with my front hubs and the vacuum system that works the
4 wheel drive and 2 wheel drive system. I have also noticed several posts from others on the
forum talking about a noise like rattling or grinding or like a piece of tin that is loose or rattling

catalytic converter coming from the front end. Sometimes the dealers cannot figure it out. If the
truck is put into 4 wheel drive then the noise would go away. If it was not then the noise would
be present. This also includes the loud popping noise that you may here when trying to engage
4 wheel drive and start driving. The hub is not engaging completely because it usually has wear
from the actuator rubbing against the iwe gear trying to engage but can't because of weak or no
vacuum. First a little back ground on the 4 wheel drive system in the F Raptor. I have also seen
this subject on other F forums. The Ford 4x4 system for the front axle is a vacuum activated
system. Without going into much detail, the system works under vacuum that allows the front
hub engage to 4 wheel drive by a part called the vacuum actuator. When you switch the truck
into 4 wheel drive with the in dash switch, it shuts the vacuum off and the actuator causes the
gear to engage the hub for 4 wheel drive. This is a simple explanation to get you to understand
the system. The vacuum system is operated with a solenoid that shuts the vacuum off and on.
This tubing is bent and attached to the frame and front upper shock towers. It goes into a dual
chamber rubber hose that goes into each hub to activate the vacuum actuator. The plastic tube
on the passenger side has an exposed area that is susceptible to cracking or breaking due to
heat from the exhaust. The tubing itself is stiff plastic and with age and heat can just crack or
break with little effort. It is encased in a plastic sleeve. It has various attachment points across
the front cross member in front of the front axle and on the shock towers. What I discovered is
that ANY cracks or breaks will cause the vacuum to leak and be weak causing the actuator to
still receive some vacuum maybe 5 lbs and will pull the engaging vacuum actuator gear for 4
wheel drive away only enough to not be in 4 wheel drive but actually rub and ride slightly on the
outside of the hub gear causing all the strange noises everyone hears and rounding off the
gears in the iwe and the actuator. The easy way to find out if it is this, is to detach the vacuum
hose attachment from the brake booster that runs the vacuum to the vacuum actuators. This
can also be the emergency repair to not let the gears rub causing damage to the front hub and
gears. The default for this system is to let the gears run together with no vacuum which defaults
to 4 wheel drive. The only thing that happens is that the front axles will spin but you will not be
in 4 wheel drive because your transfer case will not be engaged unless you turn to the switch
on the dash into 4x4. When you eliminate the vacuum you should stop hearing the noise if you
have a vacuum leak in the line somewhere. Since I was having problems with my truck with 48K
miles on it, I decided to go for a more permanent repair and not have to worry about the weak
plastic lines running between the two hubs. Plus it was much cheaper than the OEM parts. This
will also work on the newer Torsen axle as well since it's the same vacuum system. Cost
approx. I used the copper tubing as the vacuum line and the poly tubing as a protective sleeve
over the copper for rocks or anything else that may cause damage to the line. The parts I used.
You can see how the poly tubing fits over the copper tubing. This is only an example. My
finished piece was approx 7 feet long from Driver to Passenger sides. There was also the silicon
tubing that I used in some small areas. Silicon lasts and with stands abuse much better than
regular black vacuum hose. It also makes it much easier to work with as the poly tubing is
slippery and allows the copper to be worked with without crimping or bending and causing
breaks or smashed copper tubing. I used the same attachment points as the stock tubing. I
removed the old plastic tubing and saved it for the venting line that I will talk about in a little bit.
I decide to treat each vacuum line and vent line separately. The vacuum line and the vent line
are why there is a dual chamber rubber tubing that I mention earlier. The reason will be obvious
in a little bit. I took the down tube from the brake booster reservoir that creates the vacuum and
kept it all as one in stock form. You can see the stock tube in this picture. This line runs down
over the driver side upper shock tower into a T fitting that intersects with the vacuum line that
runs between the two front hubs. You can see the T fitting coming down and just behind the
large rubber hose. It is going to the dual chamber hose that I wrapped in the larger plastic
sleeve. Here you can also see where the copper hose in the poly sleeve is going over the Shock
tower and down the frame where the white tie wrap is holding the T to the large rubber tube. I
ran a piece of silicon tubing from the T fitting and attached it to the dual chamber rubber tubing
that comes up from the actuator on the back of the hub. Then I built the new copper with poly
sleeve that runs from the T and goes over the upper shock mount twisting and turning down
and across the frame and front cross member in front of the axles. I then continued it to the
passenger side frame up and across the upper shock tower on the passenger side and attached
it to the dual chamber vacuum tube that runs to the actuator on the back of the hub. You can
see in this picture the new line running over the shock tower to the dual chamber tube just to
the left of the upper control arm running down to the hub. Usually there is approx an inch of
plastic line that is exposed right there on all 4x4 Ford trucks. Vacuum line complete. I used my
vacuum tool with gauge to check to make sure it held vacuum by attaching it to the tube that
connects at the brake booster. Worked fine. I pumped it to 20 lbs and held it for approx 1

minute. It did not drop vacuum at all. Now I moved to the vent lines for each side. This was
pretty easy. I used some of the OEM plastic line that was not cracked etc. By the way. When I
pulled my stock lines off, I found 2 cracks behind the plastic outter protective sleeve it was in.
Both in the area along the front of the cross member. This was what was causing my vacuum
leaks. I placed one end of the tubing into the smaller tubing chamber on the dual chamber
rubber tubing at the hub. I had been seeing on other forums that one of the major problems with
Ford 4x4 trucks that have this system was that the actuator diaphragm inside the actuator
would be contaminated with water and debris causing the actuator to malfunction and cause
holes in the diaphragms rendering the part to be no good and usually a complete hub and
actuator replacement. The cause, they think is the vent tubing that in stock form runs just in
front of the upper shock mount and terminates. This is a perfect place for water and dirt to enter
the tubing since in 4 wheel drive there is no vacuum and can cause debris to enter the
diaphragm chamber. So the idea was to run a longer vent tube up into the engine bay on each
side. You can see in the photos where I choose to run them. This is the passenger side. You can
see the small plastic covered line running up into the engine bay. You can see the same line
coming up from just to the left of the upper control arm up and under the silver air conditioner
tubes and in the next picture you can see I terminated it next to the battery. Much higher and
dryer than in stock location. This is the driver side. You can see the small tube in the plastic
sleeve that runs over the top of the brake booster and there was a plastic hole sticking out just
above the booster that I stuck the tube into pointing down so nothing can get into the vent tube.
Once I secured the lines etc. I hope this helps to solve some problems for others and to
understand what that god aweful noise is that is coming from the front end on your trucks
WHEN it happens.
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Last edited: Dec 16, May 25, at AM 2. Great post Mil!! This is what you explained to me at RPG
and is the exact issue I'm still experiencing. In fact, my front axel shows a tremendous amount
of stress from this very issue. Going to the dealer next week for new vacuum lines and front
axels. May 25, at AM 3. May 25, at AM 4. Nice job Mil! Dec 29, at PM 5. Thanks' Mil T. Dec 29, at
PM 6. Jan 29, at PM 7. Thanks for the write up Quick question, does the front axles rotate on
2wd? I see mine rotating clockwise one side and other side anti-clockwise Is this normal? Jan
29, at PM 8. Jan 9, at PM 9. Wondering if anyone else has done this mod? Thank You for your
donations to Avery. We hit our goal! Yukon Joe Snoball 3 Delta Lead Jan 13, at PM Posts: Likes
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